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Brilled Lighting was established in 2019 and is located in Logan, Utah. Brilled Lighting was founded
on the idea that we can make a difference in the lighting industry by creating world-class partnerships
to solve the problems lighting and general contractors deal with every single day. As a manufacturer,
we work closely with our regional partners to help shorten the supply chain and solve common
industry problems with quality, consistency, communication, etc. Our regional partners are
companies like general and electrical contractors, lighting distributors, ESCO’s, construction supply
companies, and the like.
At Brilled Lighting, we have a combined 60 years of experience as engineers producing everything
from automation to eye surgery components. We have applied this experience to our products in the
LED Lighting industry to ensure we create world-class products that are built to last.
We created Brilled Lighting initially to offer a retrofit product to general customers, but with the
complications we continued to see our partners encountering, we knew we could do more to help
alleviate their problems. With our extensive experience in engineering and manufacturing, we
opened our own facility overseas to manufacturer our commercial and industrial LED lighting
products.
We have brought in all of our expertise in overseas manufacturing and paired that with USA offices
for service, training, and support to be able to bring our customers an overseas price, with a USA
feel. This means you don’t have to settle for anything less than the best in products and experiences.
If you’re interested in becoming a regional partner with the Brilled Lighting or testing our products
on a project, we would love to talk to you!
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AWARDED CONTRACTS   "View EDGAR Doc" on Website
Contract Comodity Exp Date EDGAR

24010401 Trades, Labor, and Materials (NON JOC) 04/30/2029 See EDGAR Certification Doc.

24010401

Joe Cullumber President (435) 932-0867 bids@brilledlighting.com
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